Muslims from all over the world have grown familiar with the traditional sight of the Holy land on mount Mina and Arafat during the Hajj for hundreds of years; the view of the tents established in those areas has become the memorable, architectural style and an unchangeable heritage legacy of this yearly Islamic event. However, following trends showing yearly exponential increase in the number of pilgrims recently imposed the greatest challenge for operators and organizers of the pilgrimage. A proposal addressing the inevitable need to preserve the historical urban/ architectural context of Mina and Arafat, underground accommodations represent an imminent solution. Optimizing natural lighting, ventilation and air conditioning for underground accommodations are key parameters for an efficient and sustainable upgrade for the holy lands. This paper presents a Parans fiber optics, natural light transfer system integration designed to enhance daylight performance in Hajj underground proposed habitational spaces. The proposed upgrade aims to align with both "LEED V4" and the "IES Daylight availability" standards. The natural "daylighting analysis" is performed using 'Radiance' for a generic room. Firstly, architectural design and technical system integration details are presented for the proposed underground accommodations. Secondly, the effect of fiber optics' system design on the space, lighting performance and energy efficiency is parametrically optimized and compared to the performance of traditional lighting, windows for a range of window to wall ratios (WWR) of equivalent mid-story high-rise south-facing spaces as reference base cases. Results demonstrate that Parans system integration achieved comparable results which meet "LEED v4" caliber and exceeds the "IES Daylight availability" criterions. Upgrading to multi-story underground residential spaces can maintain the historic contextual image of tents while 
INTRODUCTION
Every year and for three consecutive days after the 10th of Dhu'l-Hijjah, Muslim pilgrims stay at Mina for the ritual of stoning Ramy al-jāmārāt) ( fig.1 ) and the worship of Allah; the ritual of stoning is an essential element of the pilgrimage and must be performed according to the pre-determined schedules. The ritual is performed seven times where pilgrims stone the pillar representing the devil while repeating "Bismillāh, Allāhu akbār" with every pebble thrown. "Bismillāh "means "in the name of God"; "Allāhu akbār" means "God is great". The ritual of shaving/ cutting of hair (Hālq/ Tāqseer), follows after the stoning of Al Jamrah al Kubra. Women, elderly and disabled individuals exempted from performing the stoning ritual themselves, instead, they stay in the tents, as accommodation, and the ritual is performed on their behalf by delegating individuals. Thereafter, the pilgrims end the state of Ihrām, The prohibitions imposed by Ihrām are suspended, and pilgrims may now shower, shave their heads (clip hair in case of females), and change into their normal clothes.
In those days, the ritual of accommodation within the tents in the Mina territory is regarded as an essential holy part in its well-known format. After fully covering the limited ground area by these tent structures (Fig.2) , horizontal expansions to meet the growing needs is impossible. On the one hand vertical expansion has been initiated in an attempt to increase the accommodation capacity (Fig.3) . On the other hand, these expansions have altered the historic context and identity well-known since the days of the prophet PBUH for 1430 years. These vertical buildings have negatively affected the spiritual ambiance of the holly ritual leaving architects and planners in a dilemma, how the persistent number of tents which has fully occupied Mina, ( fig.4 ) can house the yearly growing amount of pilgrims without the need to construct over-ground structures.
Historical background of Hajj:
The Hajj is rooted from an ancient pilgrimage before the times of Prophet Muhammad PBUH in the 7th Century.
The Hadith narrates the story of Abraham (Ibrahim) , where the ritual of Hajj can be traced back to around 2000 BCE. Long before the prophecy time of Muhammad, and as an essential part of pilgrimage, once yearly people from all over the Arabian area would flock to Mecca. The faith and beliefs of these tribes were not of importance by then, even "Christian Arabs" likewise the pagans performed the pilgrimage. It was well-known about Muhammad PBUH even before receiving the revelation from god, that he would perform the "Umrah", a ritual that resembles Hajj. The year 631 CE, Muhammad drove his adherents from Medina to Mecca; it was the primary Hajj to be performed by Muslims only, and the main Hajj performed by Muhammad (Sahih Bukhari-hadith No 732-733, No 2941 -2944 . Starting here "Hajj" got to be one corner from the main five corners of Islam. El-Hamouly, Notheila, A. Vol. 41, No.3, March 2018 121 Continuously increasing the demand for Accommodation in hajj days:
Pilgrims at Mina execute "Ramy al-Jamarat", ( fig.5 ) tossing no of gravels in meaning of their insubordination of the Devil also symbolizing the experience of "Abraham" of facing the challenge to give up his child as requested by
God. Abraham refused at each of the three times the devil had challenged him. The three pillars denote the area of each refusal (Sahih Bukhari-hadith No 732-733, No 2941 -2944 , No 732-733. Peters, F. E. (1994 . The stoning process starts going through all of the pillars with a specific number of gravels to be thrown (Juan E. Campo, ed. (2009 
Fiber Optic lighting solution:
Due to the lack of natural lighting, underground spaces had been regarded as unpleasant spaces for decades.
Since the inception of Parans fiber optic natural lighting solution in 1996, the technology has changed this perception of underground spaces. Designers were able to integrate the technology, hence, achieving natural lighting benchmarks through a zero energy system, moreover, saving millions of dollars in lighting expenses. Light Intake through Fiber optics technology presents a an integral green method to transfer sun rays to internal zones concealed within a structure or underground, a design problematic that was not previously feasible. For deep planning projects, this technology allowed spaces to be naturally lit, however, for natural lit spaces, the technology permits huge power bill cut downs by providing light during day time and turning off auxiliary artificial lighting.
Parans fiber optic systems aided a wide spectrum of building typologies to achieve LEED sustainable ratings. The unique technology of Parans system uses the parallel rays of direct sunlight that are focused using lenses. A variety of light receivers different in size and capacity of lenses, each lens projects light rays to the plastic fiber terminals. Fibers are concealed in a braid for isolation and safeguarding they are provided in a variety of lengths ranging from fifteen to sixty five feet in length. Fibers act as the rails or trays that coveys lighting from sun rays (Swift P D and Smith G B (1995) .). Parans systems collects light with a luminance power up to 6000 lumen per collector.
A fraction of illuminance is taken in and discarded per unit length of these fiber "optical fiber braids". Since the Parans solar light system works on El-Hamouly, Notheila, A. Vol. 41, No.3, March 2018 127 parallel sun light, direct sunlight is essential to the operation of the system.
However, on partly cloudy days, the system emits a satisfactory dynamic light which gives a natural feel to the occupants, as sky is covered or clear light rays are not abundant (receptors are in shade). On cloudy days and at night operation hours, synthetic lights are used. Parans collector system follows the sun motion over all sunshine hours of the day. As per the LEED recommendations UV-radiation is not allowed through the Parans system for a better indoor environment. This avoids human skin undesired tan, moreover, avoiding bleach of furniture and other surfaces. The Parans system as well, filters out Infrared spectrum, hence decreasing heat transfer.
Combined with the well-sheltered underground spaces, Parans systems help achieve the near zero energy goal by reducing heating/ cooling loads to minimal specially when cooling loads are 40 percent of the structure's energy demands in the arid weather of KSA. The proposal for underground accommodations utilizes materials which are in compliance with the LEED v4 requirements.
METHODOLOGY
This study aims to design and optimize a natural daylighting solution for the proposed underground accommodation areas in the Holy land in Mina.
The optimized design aims to present a sustainable and healthy accommodation environment. For the purpose of massive scale urban upgrade within the objective of this study, the methodology should provide a validated estimate for the lighting performance of all proposed units. Moreover, to identify ideal size/power of light reflection system to meet "LEED V4
daylighting standards" and "IES Daylight availability". Firstly, the customary mathematical model is outlined as a preliminary benchmark for calculations.
Secondly, research capitalizes on the use of practical fast "parametric optimization approach" to define the "near-optimum" System design arrangement sufficient for a generic dwelling space in Mina, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The simulation strategy employed in this study is divided into two successive stages.
First stage performs a full light access study and "daylighting performance" analysis for a base case room with specific size and window properties, while second phase is conducted using parametric optimization of a Parans Fiber Optic Skylight system parameters to achieve the near-optimum daylighting acceptability by "LEED v4" standards. The twin phase Rhinoceros 3D geometry to simulation software (McNeel, R. (2010) . Rhino.
Retrieved June 24, (2014)).
In this study for the optimization process, several "Daylight Availability evaluation levels" are utilized: "daylit", "partially daylit" and "over lit"
zones. Definitions are in accordance with the "IES standards", "daylit areas are grid nodes that receive satisfactory daylight no less than half of the yearround occupancy hours. Consequently, partially daylit areas are grid nodes that do not receive satisfactory daylight no less than half of the year-round occupancy hours. Over lit areas are grid nodes that receive over required daylight where 10 times the target Illuminance was reached for no less than 5% of the year-round occupancy hours" (Reinhart, C. F., & Wienold, J.
(2011).).
To calculate the daylighting performance levels within the space, both, Natural and artificial light calculation methods are utilized as the proposed underground space relies "partially" on each according to the "sky condition".
The evaluated accommodation space is allocated into a sum of equivalent areas (grid patches), square proportions are the optimal. The "illuminance levels" (E) at the center of each area (patch) is measured and the mean value calculated.
Where I = Intensity of source; d = distance from luminaire to the grid calculation point; θ = angle of incidence. To calculate the "Room Index" (RI)
Where L = inner wall length; W = inner edge width; H mount = the mounting height of the light fixtures above the "horizontal working plane" assumed 0.8m above floor level. The following table gives an estimate for the minimum number of calculation/ measurement points within a space. Table ( 2): Minimum Number of measurement points for space (Source:
IES)
Room Index Minimum number of measurement points < 1 9 1 and < 2 16 2 and < 3 25 = > 3 36 For natural light calculation a "daylight factor" is utilized for calculation where the this ratio determines the relation between light level inside a structure to the light level outside the structure
Where, E in = daylight illuminance at grid point on plane, E out = "simultaneous outdoor illuminance on a horizontal plane from an unobstructed hemisphere of overcast sky". Table 3 .
System Design: Mina, known as the 'tent city' lies between the Holy City of Makah and Muzdalifah. All pilgrims must stay in Mina for three days, the city has earned its reputation throughout years the history of hajj as a contextual landmark easily relatable to the pilgrims from 1433 years till date. To maintain this historic cognitive link, underground accommodation has been proposed to house the increasing number of pilgrims yearly. The underground constructed floors are to be concealed under the historic tents deep in ground.
As constructed by the researcher Fig. 10 shows a cross section through the underground accommodation spaces, illustrating the integrated Parans Fiber
Optic system within the hollow structural columns. The researchers' design demonstrated in (Fig. 11) shows the relationship between over-ground tents and underground floors, the schematic section illustrates how sunlight is transferred during the day from top tent headers to be transformed by fiber optics through the hollow core section of structural columns which supports the underground slabs. The Parans fiber optic skylight system has been modified in this study integrating within the structural system of the proposed underground accommodation spaces. The external light harvesting terminal pane is constructed of 64 "Fresnel sun-tracking lenses" (Fig. 12 ) this collecting pane is implemented in a unique design by the researchers to be shaped in the head part of the tent (Fig. 13, 14. ). The focused sunlight collected from the tent header is directed into a fiber optic element (cable) (Fig. 15 ) fiber optic strands are braided into a 0.6 cm thickness single manacle. Each harvesting panel exports light through four manacles, the 60 feet cables are bundled in the hollow cylindrical columns system under the tent head (Fig.16) . The cables following through the columns are routed through walls, ceilings and bent around obstructions (Fig.   17 ). Table 4 . The base case simulations illustrate sufficient daylight autonomy at a minimal WWR of 50%, however at greater WWR, the over-lit areas due to ASE of more than 250 hours annually increases around the opening area.
These over-lit areas cause glare and visual discomfort. In compliance with Daylight availability (DA) standards and LEED V4 daylighting requirements, WWR 50% is taken as a reference for phase two Parans system optimization. luminary can be adopted. For this study a "hybrid fixture" is used, this fixture combines daylight with the possibility of artificial light emitter into a single outlet. The "hybrid fixture" is in compliance with LEED standards for energy efficiency since it is coupled to a dimmer that autonomously turns off auxiliary artificial lights in case of the daylight from harvesting terminal surpasses a pre-determined limit. The fixture is also provided in several luminary types such as directional lights (Fig. 18 ). (Table 4) . The optimization simulations illustrate sufficient daylight autonomy at all schemes, however at three lighting fixtures with minimal illuminance power, the over-lit areas due to ASE of more than 250 hours annually are avoided. At lower fixtures count, higher illuminance power causes over-lit areas in the room, which resembles the base case, however the location of over-lit spots is under the fixtures.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
This study presents a hybrid optic fiber lighting system design solution for underground accommodation in the Mina area. It is concluded from the study and discussion that the most sustainable and energy saving approach to accommodate the evergrowing demand of pilgrims annualy is by introducing To optimize the lighting scheme design, a two stage methodology is adopted, the first phase reaches an optimum daylighting performance for a default room in the same location by changing the envelope WWR, the second phase proved that Parans integrated system can be highly optimized. 
